the EFA. It’s a simple fact of life that if
you want the trials then enter and ride
(or help) - no rider and/or no help
As you will see from the photo at
equals no events, its as simple as that.
the bottom of this page, Gibby has
I have included the results from
managed to get himself a set of superb the P65MX trial at Lamarsh. Sadly
stabilisers. I dread to think what
they arrived with me too late to have
Trevor would have said about the
been included in last months T&T but
steed! But, the Ariel-3 was of course a better late than never!
product of Trevor’s favourite BSA.
You will notice that a certain soI thought that El P and his good
called Bantam has been transferred
lady had overcome their problems
(by the Pre65MX club) to the twin
with navigation but the May edition of shocks which is where most of us feel
Tim’s Tour would appear to have
it belongs.
proved otherwise, I suppose in cases
Have received and included a piece
such as this a TomTom for the bike
by Colin Teager regarding his (and
wouldn’t be too much good but the
our) friend and mentor, the late Chris
destination chippie could always be
Bater. Chris as you were no doubt
fed into it!
aware was very much involved with
Mike Harden and his merry men
the Weeting Steam Rally. I understand
organised another Plonkers at Gt
that this year’s activities are being coTotham during June but sadly there
ordinates by Alan Robinson - so give
were very few entries, especially from
him a call on 01473 625010.

No comment needed!
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The July Plonkaround
Raydon Pit, Wades Lane, Raydon, Suffolk (Grid Ref TM043389)
Saturday 18th July 2009
Gates will be open at noon.
Trials practise for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths/Juniors • Twin Shock sidecars

email: mikeharden@mypostoffice.co.uk

Have included a letter of thanks from the Service Manager of Seven Rivers.
I hope some arrangement can be reached whereby we can resume activities
there next year - perhaps under new management as Mick Brown reckons that
he is retiring!
What a year for motorcycling on the box. Personally, I can’t get too worked
up by the Trials and Motocross coverage but the MotoGP, World and British
Superbike races and coverage has been fantastic.
Best wishes,

Jim
Happy Birthday Graham - 65 on the 7th
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The Italian Lover, a virile middle aged Italian gentlemen named Guido was
relaxing at his favorite bar in Rome, when he managed to attract a spectacular
young blond woman. Things progressed to the point where he led her back to
his apartment and, after some small talk, they retired to his bedroom where he
rattled her senseless. After a pleasant interlude, he asked with a smile, 'So, you
finish?'
She paused for a second, frowned, and replied, 'No.'
Surprised, Guido reached for her and the rattling resumed. This time she
thrashed about wildly and there were screams of passion. The sex finally
ended and, again, Guido smiled and asked, 'You finish?'
Again, after a short pause, she returned his smile, cuddled closer to him
and softly said, 'No.'
Stunned, but damned if he was going to leave this woman unsatisfied,
Guido reached for the woman yet again. Using the last of his strength, he
barely managed it, but they ended together screaming, bucking, clawing and
ripping the bed sheets.
Exhausted, Guido fell onto his back, gasping. Barely able to turn his head,
he looked into her eyes, smiled proudly and asked again, You finish?'
Barely able to speak, the beautiful blond whispered in his ear, 'No, I
Norwegian'
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This and That!!
Rollin' back the years to 1975 - Sunday 20th April. Brian Fletcher had a
good ride to record best intermediate at the Barking and East Ham trial venue unknown (ask Brian) 89 lost (four fives and lots of paddling). This
obviously wasn't a walk in the park. Keith Fitz-John (novice under CDAC
banner lost 189 including two cleans) early days!! Mr M Demarbiyelas, novice,
retired, went home to Greece, not been seen since!! Eddie Cordle took the
premier on 23 with Don Smith campaigning the Kwacker topping the first
class awards on 36 to Mick Denny's 40. A very enthusiastic Owen Hill won the
schoolboy award on 156 riding a 123 Mont. Many of today's riders were in the
ranks and the awards. Joan Westbrook had one clean in her score of 149 and
following in her wheel track's Sidge lost 100. Probably one to forget.
The following Sunday's outing was an Essex and Suffolk Border event and
was easier. A Novice and Sidecar only but there were no sidecars!! John
Greygoose (Sudbury) won the premier, our Norm was second on 36. P Jones
from Lowestoft was entered on a Firefly (local product) and there were one or
two on 170 Cottons. Smithy had influenced a couple of West Essex club-mates
to buy Kwackers but the majority were Taco mounted.
Moving on a bit, 18th October the Scott trial in North Yorkshire - rocks,
rocks and more rocks, plus water (plenty of it), not for the faint hearted. From
the centre Mick Denny and John Ruth bit the bullet. Mick finished albeit out of
time - John didn't. In the programme was a summary of spoon recipients
(finishers) across the years. Heading the list Arthur Lampkin 15, Don Smith
11, Bill Wilkinson 9 - men to be respected. Also in the entry was a Tony
Calvert then under 21 who I'm sure has won the pre-65 Scottish in 07 or 08 on
a Cub. Also John Reynolds, under 21 and first timer who went on to make a
name on the tarmac. Like a trials riders roll of honour this entry - Lampkins,
Rathmell, Andrews, Shepherds, Thorpe. Those were great days in my eyes but
anyone on anything who pits themselves against the Scott or Scottish has to be
respected.
April 1976, Easter Sunday, the 45th annual Clubmans National, the
Beggars Roost trial was run by the Wood Green club away from their normal
South Midland patch and in deepest Somerset, Minehead area actually. This
was always well supported by the CDAC in the fifties and on this occasion
supplied eight riders whilst Castle supplied three as did Essex and Suffolk
Border. Sorry no results but I can recall finishing last but one, hence no more
nationals!!
The speed scene.
The 1976 Gauloises British Grass Championships, another excellent
production by Braintree at Lyons Hall. Tony Parkin was Secretary of the
Meeting, Phil Fisher Clerk of the Course. All championships had three rides
resulting in Chelmsford's Chris Rodwell finishing third in the 350s with Mike
Smith finishing sixth - hard spectacular riding. Chris gained 5th in the 500s, a
great day against the best. Steve Dewison and Martin Paul (Maldon) finished
third in the chairs - some spectacle there!!
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Quotes Taken from Performance Evaluations:
“Fell out of the family tree.”
Staying with the grass, now '09. The British Team Grass Championships
(formerly called Inter Centre) were held by the Dunmow club led by Jay Sayer
who resurrected the event after nine years' absence. This was run at Ugley on
14th June. An overall success in my humble opinion. Jay successfully
gathered together the likes of Sidge (timekeeper), Tony Parkin, Dick Sillett (lap
scorers), Steve Brace (scrutineer) ex-riders Steve Todd and Will Stock
maintained the track with grader and water cart amongst others.
In the 250s a mix of two and four-strokes both Japanese and KTM. The
Eastern Centre won this event, very consistent and stylish. The other solo
classes were Jawa and GM powered. The 350s went to the South Eastern, the
500s to South Midlanders and in the sidecars, Yorkshire were the winners,
machinery all Japanese.
Some 10 or so riders were in a different league to the rest - seemingly it's
no longer a privilege to represent the centre so not necessarily the best were
present.
However, a different event, a chat show, took my attention on the 19th. The
Snetterton Combine had arranged for some Superbike teams to talk for East
Anglia's Air Ambulance - very good, entertaining lads some of whom were TT
winners. The Snetterton British Superbikes were run on Sunday the 21st and
didn't they go, Leon Camier, wow!! You could have seen it on Sky!!
Saturday 27th was the first of the Dabbers two day trial in north Essex.
Both easy and hard routes with 47 competitors, all shapes and sizes, all sizes
of machinery, three laps 10 sections. On the easy route Gary Eaves lost 0, Jim
Shepherd lost one. On the hard route Andrew Arden lost one.
Day 2 - saw more competitors, among them being Roger Finch who finished
on nought on the easy route with Gary Eaves on one!! Andrew Arden again won
the hard route. Could we persuade one of our members who partook to pen a
report next month?
Don't forget the grass track at High Easter on 12th July, National Best Pairs
solo and 500 left hand sidecars.
Use your mirrors!!
Humphrey Lyttelton was famous for his deadpan delivery of
outrageous double entendres on I'm Sorry I Haven't A Clue.
Most featured the erotic escapades of the show's
fictitious scorer, Samantha.
Here is one of the funniest - printable - examples:
Samantha spent many hours in conversation with the BBC
gramophone library research staff for this round, deliberating
over the fine old 7-inchers they presented for inspection. She
says before deciding which she was going to spin she had to
think about each one long and hard.
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Wow! Oh wow! What a turnout for our tour which took place on Saturday
30th May. All of 19 bikes with half of those two up. We were privileged,
among others, to enjoy the company of El Presidente and Sylvia, 'big' Fletch
and Mrs Fletcher, and Chairman Ted and Edie.
We departed from the Alma just after four o'clock in glorious weather and
took the direction of Tiptree, taking advantage of the long straight which had

been the runway of Birch aerodrome.
Passing through the picturesque village of Messing reputed to be the birth
place of G.W. Bush's ancestors and the place where Queen Boadicea was
alleged to have taken poison after the defeat of the ancient Britons at the
hands of the Romans. Enough of the history lesson though!
Kelvedon was passed, our route taking us via the A12 underpass at
Feering. We all managed to negotiate the railway line at Rivenhall without the
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barriers impeding our progress. Onward through Silver End Stisted, High
Garrett, 'beastly end' arriving at Gosfield Lake for a short break where we were
encountered by a rather pompous man who was quite determined that our
presence wasn't appreciated. Added to this the Indian restaurant was closed.
0h for a tea and a wee!
The day was then saved when the Closed sign on the door became Open.
Many of us took advantage of this facility and were fed and watered - that is
apart from Roger G who very kindly fixed the B40's clutch. After a short delay
we were on our way again.
We rode through Maplestead and Pebmarsh when it was discovered that
about half of our convoy was missing. Roger and Heather were riding back
marker but somehow the things went pear-shaped. This resulted in some of
our party riding towards Heddingham. Jeff and Daph Daw were amongst
others who took on the futile quest in trying to rescue El President today in
'headless chicken' mode. In fact the aforementioned ended up in Sudbury,
bless him, whilst the majority successfully reached our destination at Eight
Ash Green chippie.
Apart from the hiccup with the misunderstanding of the route it is believed
that everyone enjoyed the ride and the made to order weather.
Tail note:

By Order of The Management

Bumper Stickers
(seen in a restaurant) GUYS: No shirt, no service. GALS: No shirt, no charge
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by Clive Dopson

Part 2

Saturday morning started brighter than Friday as we drove
back to Kinlochleven. Normally the Saturday morning in the
school yard has much more atmosphere than Friday. As
the old school had been demolished in the last year and a
new one built, without a large playground, we were again
scattered around Kinlochleven to find somewhere to park
and fettle. We ended up in exactly the same place as Friday
and when we were ready we rode to the rear of the new
school to find the start ramp. The results showed that
Matthew had lost 27 marks lost in 56th place compared to the 20 marks
he expected and I was on 55 marks, roughly as I expected in 99th place. It
appeared Matthew had been given a three and a five where he expected dabs
on Leacann Na Faire and Meall Na Cruidhe. Of interest to me, Peter Carson on
a rigid Bantam was on 27 marks lost and Mark Watmore on a rigid AJS was
on 73 marks lost. In the start area there was some of the usual chat but much
less atmosphere due to the out of the way location and restricted space. It
appeared Peter Carson was not going to ride today due to some issue with his
Bantam at scrutineering on Friday and Mick Andrews, who had only lost 4
marks, was not going to continue due to problems with his hand or wrist. Milk
Wilkinson was also in civilian dress due nearly drowning on Cama Na Muic
when his bike shot backwards and dumped him, luckily without the bike, in
four feet of water. Neil Gaunt was on hand to drag him out from under the
water, he admitted he could have repaired the bike but was not keen to
continue. We had a cup of tea in the school canteen as we waited for a later
start time.
Pipeline was first on the Saturday route for us and, as usual, many of the
riders were not inspecting the sections on foot this morning. We had a quick
walk up the hill and I was keen to know if my right side line at the top would
help me guarantee a three if I got in trouble. I went first and cleaned up the

Gary. Matthew & Clive
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first step in the second sub and nearly
got to the second step before I had to
foot, then up the step I steered right
and had a very steady and gentle three
to get out the top. Matthew had a good
start to the day with a clean. We rode
back via Kinlochleven to Garbh
Bheinn and then Cnoc A Linnhe, the
latter using sections further up the
stream than on Friday. Matthew was
going well and I only lost a few marks.
Cameron Hill was a different challenge
and I had a bad five in the first before
cleaning the second. Turning back
towards Kinlochleven we again rode
the two subs at Camas Na Muic, where
I had a three and a five on Friday, I
was pleased with two dabs. As I
walked the second section at the ends
cards the wife of El Presidente kindly
offered to take my rucksack for safe
keeping as the area was vey muddy.
Unfortunately she underestimated the
Matthew Neale
photo: Jack Knoops weight and it nearly dragged her back
down into the stream. We headed back
to the van to refuel before going along the Mamore Road.
Upper Mam Brec was ridden before we rode up the via Flook’s Corner to
two sections at Mamore. By now, together with Scott and Colin Dommett, Gary
Wright on his 500T and a group of French riders, we had the backmarkers
nearly catching us. I was pleased to dab on the first. The approach to the
second was much worse than normal, I have previously cleaned it, but after
three attempts to get in the begins cards, the best I could manage was a three,
Matthew had a dab. At the finish of the hill Colin had a puncture, so when we
saw Scott at the next section, Coire Dubh, we told him and he went back to
help his dad. Coire Dubh and Stob Coire Eirghe are typical Mamore sections
and went quite well before we got to Sleubhaich, one of the most difficult single
sub-sections in the trial. This year the end was slightly changed, I was pleased
to struggle for a three and Matthew had a good ride. By now the backmarkers
including team Cook and team Penfold from the Eastern Centre were right
with us.
From Sleubhaich, we crossed the Mamore Road and headed up the goat
track to Callert Pass. This year, to avoid two way traffic on the Mamore Road,

CREATIVE PUNS FOR "EDUCATED MINDS"

She was only a whiskey maker,
but he loved her still.
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for the first time in the Pre’65 trial we
were going over the Callert Pass and
down to Callert House, on the Fort
William to Kinlochleven Road. I
remember doing this in the 1979 Six
Days trial and the down-hill was
frightening in the rain on a Bultaco,
but I think the Norton has better
brakes. Before we got to the top we
had seven sub sections in three
groups, the first section was my worst
ride of the day, an unexpected stop as
the Norton ground out and before I
could react I was off the side for a
five. The third section in the first
group was manned by Brian and Roy
and after a longish study Matthew
cleaned and I was happy with a two.
By now when we set off it was just
Matthew, Gary, myself and the
backmarkers. The next doublesubber was typical of the early Pre’65
trials, follow the goat track with only
slight easy diversions.
Clive Dopson
photo: Jack Knoops
The ride up the track was quite
steady as we got to the last two sections near the summit of the pass, the
backmarkers were concerned about a French rider who was fixing a puncture.
We set off to ride over the summit, and as agreed we took it very steady
making our way down the hill in about fifteen minutes, by tacking from side to
side, whilst rather strangely overtaking groups of Japanese or Chinese tourists
walking down the hill. The summit of the pass is just less than 500 metres, or
approximately 1500 feet in Pre’65 units.
We arrived at the road and checked that we had about an hour to ride
seven miles and ride the last two subs at Lower Mamore, we were amazed
some spectators had waited for us. It was funny you don’t see many 500Ts and
then in the last three riders in the trial two turn up. Very leisurely we walked
the section before we both cleaned it. Gary had a puncture at the end of the
last section of his first ride in the trial and we just had to ride less than two
miles back to the finish ramp and sign off. It was a bit of an anti-climax as the
finish area was deserted. As usual we were the last to finish, but well inside the
time limit. We both thought Saturday had been a better ride than Friday, but
only the results would tell.
The aluminium work’s car park was still busy as we loaded up to go back
to the hotel via the garage at North Ballahulish to wash the bikes. Trevor and
Rachel Harvey had arrived at the hotel so they joined us for dinner, which
Matthew and I had to rush to drive back to Kinlochleven for the promised
earlier start to the awards presentation.
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When we arrived the presentation was about to start, results sheets were
very hard to find. Matthew had lost 7 marks for 16th place on the day, to
finish overall in 35th place on 34 marks lost. On the day I lost 38 marks for
74th place, giving me 93 marks total in 89th place and best rigid. Mark
Watmore finished as second rigid on 122 marks, remembering that Peter
Carson had not started on Saturday. The other two Norton 500Ts both
finished, Gary Wright was 147th on 262 marks, one place and four marks
ahead of Chris Wright, out of the 149 finishers from 180 starters.
Other results of interest: the trial winner was Paul Heys on two marks lost,
one mark ahead of Neil Gaunt. Chris Haigh lost 22 marks in 22nd place and
Graham Hutcheson lost 118 marks in 103rd place. Again, the organising team
got the trial about right, year on year it is getting harder. There has always
been the same number of sections each day, but the sections have migrated
from the paths into streams. The paths, such as Meall Na Cruaidhe, still have
to be ridden, in addition to the stream based sections.
This year, as usual, there were many Eastern Centre residents in Scotland
either, as spectators or officials. When Doug Theobald and James Newstead
withdrew their entries, Matthew and I were the only two Eastern Centre riders.
This trial is still the best and most looked forward to in the year. It will be
interesting to see if the increased scrutineering will have an effect on the
machines competing. It is difficult for one trial to make any real difference, but
if any trial can change things this is the one event that may be able. It is
important that any changes are communicated clearly and early. I am
confident the trial’s atmosphere will remain for at least another twenty five
years, whoever will be riding by that time.
Machine wise, this year was the easiest for a long time, the only damage
being a broken clutch lever and a damaged fuel tank from the crash on
Pipeline on Friday. The Norton has now completed 32 days in Scotland since
1986 and winning the class again, it deserves another try in 2010, if the ballot
allows, so the replica I have been slowly building for the last two years has a
bit more time yet.

Matthew Neale

photo: Mick Brown
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Plonkers Trial
Sunday 25th October 2009

Snaque Pit, Belchamp, Nr Sudbury
Start at 11:00 am
Entries accepted at the start
A Trial for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths/Juniors • Twin Shock sidecars
email: mikeharden@mypostoffice.co.uk

Leonard Cheshire Disability
Seven Rivers
Hall Road, Great Bromley.
Colchester
Essex CO7 7TR
12 June 2009
Dear Friends,
I am so sorry that it has taken me a little while to write to you thanking you for
your efforts with the motorcycle rally. We did miss the event not being here but
understand your reasons for a change. Thank you very much for raising £2364.39.
As you know we have put the money you raised to good use, buying a
specialised Chair for John to remain up and participating in what goes on at Seven
Rivers as previously he was having to retire to bed in the afternoon. As you know
John was also a motorcyclist.
We all really appreciate your commitment in organising this annual event as we
know how much time it takes.
Many thanks
Deborah Rich
Service Manager

Please Note:
The closing date by which all articles and adverts to be included in the next issue
of Trials & Tribulations should reach the editorial office is normally the 25th of the
month preceding publication.
Material for inclusion in the magazine may be supplied in the following forms:
handwritten • typed • computer hard copy • fax • email • floppy disc
If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst
articles supplied on floppy disc or sent via email should preferably be saved in text
or RTF format.
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Yamaha TTR250
Taxes & Tested

ono

FOR SALE

£1800

I have been asked to pen a tribute to Chris Bater but cannot fail to mention
another friend of ours in Trevor Rumsey, both passing on recently.
It was Trevor who built my first BSA C15 for me and Chris Bater who gave me
my first ride at Pre 65 on a C15 called "The Camel" whilst mine was being built.
Brother Kevin also had the pleasure of "The Camel" when he moved to trials. Why
was it called the camel? Quite simply Chris had bent the frame so much that the
top tube was like a hump. A machine not to be ridden by the faint hearted
downhill, trust me and Chris knew it, saying "Ride that boy and you'll ride
anything". We had many discussions about "trick bikes", as he called them in the
more polite moments of the conversation with me reminding him of "The Camel".
Chris enjoyed his trials and I know that his Sunday riding was his way of
relaxing during the harder times of his life. He was very loyal to both the EFA
and Woodbridge clubs combining both clubs at Weeting Steam Rally which he
really enjoyed.
Chris also had his boats following the loss of his wife, buying one in particular
somewhere in deepest Essex I think. He asked if I would go with him to get it but
I found I was very busy when he told me he was bringing it back to Orford by sea
and not by road as I first thought. I tried to ring him all weekend to see how he
was, finally getting him at home on the Sunday night to be told he forgot to charge
his mobile then hit bad weather and had to go into Harwich overnight on
Saturday and then set off on Sunday but the engine he said couldn't keep ahead
of the wind and at one point was nearer France than Orford but he said the worst
things were that he had forgotten his packup and drink and he was running low
on fag papers.
More recently Chris had found happiness, settling down with Eileen and was
happy in his retirement, taking in The Scottish Six Days & Weeting Steam Rally
in their new motor home (better than the one he nearly blew us all up with at
Weeting when he had a slight gas leak with rollup in mouth!)
I was devastated when he told me he was ill and had returned from Australia
as a result. In a short period of time he was in hospital and the last time I saw
him he was very ill indeed but the conversation I had with him as I left will always
stay with me but in true Chris style is unprintable.
A large, kind hearted man who deserved a better deal in retirement and whom
I am missing. I am sure he will also be missed greatly by all those who had the
pleasure of knowing the true Chris, rollup in mouth, coat unbuttoned and
flapping, on board one of his fleet of machines all with little or no brakes,
laughing and enjoying his trials and perhaps along the way the mishaps of others
in the more muddy trials!!!.
Colin Teager
Would Chris have "Dined out" on Gibby's mishap at Trevor's funeral? or
Trevor smiled as he looked down? I will leave you to make your own mind up as I
have!

Ted Smith
tel: 01206 841519
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Just a short few lines this month, not much going
on, did go to the Plonker’s trial last weekend and it
was a shame that this event was not very well
supported, a combination of date clashes and
the very fine weather I suspect.
Another date clash coming up in
September, the Air Ambulance run is on
September 13th and I believe Tim was planning a Tour
on this date similar to last year when we assisted the Harwich club boys and
girls with the parking. Unfortunately, this is the same date as ‘The Arbuthnot
Trial’ so one or two of us will be away. As I mentioned last month, this event is
now open to unit construction bikes, the regs are now published, and they
include a class for Competition Pre-65 fourstroke unit construction. Clerk of
the Course, Mike Rye, has assured me that the sections will not be made more
difficult to cater for, what may well be, ‘Trick’ unit construction bikes. So if you
have a road legal suitable machine, help us make up a team of three again this
year, and see if we can pull off another win! Regs and entry form can be
obtained by ringing Mike on 01725 511131 or going to the Salisbury club
website –
Elsewhere in the magazine you should find the thank you letter from Seven
Rivers. You will see that Deborah, the manager, refers to the event as an annual
event and that they missed us this year. Well, I have recently had a meeting
with her and explained that many of our club members missed the special
atmosphere that previous events at Great Bromley had, but explained to her
that we must have some positive assurances and positive co-operation from
Seven Rivers. Now that the home does not have a full time gardener the
grounds are very overgrown, so the work load for preparing (for what is a very
small course) is considerable. So I have said that we as a club can only
guarantee to run the trial, and the entertainment, catering, raffle etc. must be
organised by others i.e. staff or volunteers. I also advised her that I had retired
from seeking section sponsors and other fund raising. No doubt this event will
be discussed by the Revolutionary Council in the autumn and with this in mind
I have agreed to have another meeting with Deborah before Christmas.

Why do we wait until a pig is dead to "cure" it?
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